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The Founders,
a brief story.

Looking back at the early years, it’s hard to imagine that Ray Long and Roy Alchin envisioned 
that their business partnership would take them this far. 

But over four decades working together, Ray and Roy have turned a dormant sand casting 
foundry run out of an old horse stable into a well-respected, globally-traded family-owned 
business group that owns five major Australian brands: Doric, Cowdroy, Colonial Castings, 
Lock & Roll and Azuma. 

With a passion to create their own destiny and a desire to leave behind a legacy for their 
children, the two founders combined a relentless work ethic with continuous innovation to 
lead the way in the Australian hardware industry.

Roy Alchin. Ray Long.
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Directors notes.
Mike Alchin, Perry Long and Nigel Long have carried on their fathers legacy and have led 

the Alchin Long Group to new horizons.

ALG Head Office returned to it’s spiritual home at Redfern Street, Wetherill Park in 2015.  A 
facility which houses Doric, Cowdroy, Azuma and Lock & Roll.

Nigel Long.

Mike Alchin.

Perry Long.

Beginning his career at the Alchin Long Group during school holidays, 
Nigel has been a part of the family business since he was born. After some 
work experience (including at Penthouse Men’s magazine), Nigel began a 
four-year apprenticeship in toolmaking at Doric and completed a degree in 
manufacturing management at the University of Technology, Sydney. He 
was involved heavily in Doric’s first Enterprise Computer System (where he 
met his wife Angela) and was appointed the company’s General Manager in 
1998. Today, Nigel is the Chief Executive Officer of the Alchin Long Group, 
leading the way for all the brands under the ALG banner. 

Mike Alchin is the son of one of the group’s founding partners, Roy Alchin, 
and has been part of the business for a majority of his life. Mike began his 
career at ALG in 1981, starting as a Foreman of the Machine Shop at Doric, 
working across the product range. Shortly after, Mike was leading a stand-
alone research & development department which eventually transformed 
into a new business, Azuma Design. Since the beginning of his time at the 
Alchin Long Group to present, Mike has dedicated his life to the fenestration 

industry, travelling the world as an ambassador for the group.

Perry Long has been a part of the family business since the group’s origins, 
spending school holidays at the sand foundry, Crystal Star Products. He 
studied at the University of Canberra, majoring in politics and economics, 
before starting his career at Doric as a factory worker. After some time off 
travelling in Europe, Perry returned to work at Colonial Castings, and played 
a crucial role in creating the Alchin Long Group. Perry is now a Director and 
Chairman of the ALG Board, responsible for managing the group’s property 
and development arm. 

CEO - ALCHIN LONG GROUP
STARTED 13.08.1987

DIRECTOR - ALCHIN LONG GROUP
STARTED 01.06.1981

DIRECTOR - ALCHIN LONG GROUP
STARTED 01.07.1979
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Nigels’s Story.
Nigel has led Doric & ALG since 1998 overseeing it’s growth.  ‘The Boss’ loves to travel 

and Ducati’s are a lifelong passion of his.

Nigel Long.

Reaching our 50th year anniversary is a great milestone in ALG history 
and I am so proud that we have achieved this period of commercial 
success. This significant milestone wasn’t achieved by luck, but through 
hard work and commitment, not only by Ray and Roy in the early years, 
but also the next generation of family now leading the group, and all of 
our wonderful staff, today and over the many years. 

CEO - ALCHIN LONG GROUP
STARTED 13.08.1987

For me, culture is our greatest asset“

“

As with any family business, one is born into it. 
Your involvement starts with school holidays, 
your empathy growing with time spent at 
the family business. Even so, after I finished 
school, I was faced with a mix of opportunity 
and uncertainty. Having a future within Doric 
wasn’t on my radar. Instead, I was offered the 
opportunity to join ABC Sports Radio at the 
William Street studio in Sydney. I had loved my 
work experience there in year 11 and thought 
a future as a Sports Reporter or Commentator 
was the dream job. How could it not be? 
Listening to the overnight news from the BBC, 
editing local morning updates, then out on the 
road, watching sport each day, and hunting 
down interviews. 

Unfortunately, shortly after accepting 
the cadetship I received a call from Allen 
Marks advising that budget cuts meant the 
opportunity was no longer available. At that 
time, the ABC was the only genuine “on the 
tools” pathway in Sports Journalism, so it was 
back to uncertainty. 
 
I explored other opportunities. First I spent six 
months working for a company subcontracted 
to Civil & Civic (now Lend Lease) as a Top 
Floor Labourer / Junior Formworker on a 
high rise building on Bathurst St, Sydney. It 
was an enjoyable job but carpentry and lifting 
formworking sheets wasn’t where my heart 
was. Next my sister-in-law asked if I would 
like to get some sales experience. There was 
a job coming up, with a publishing house.  
They were looking for another set of hands 
to do the “lackey” work. Little did I know I was 
being assigned to assist the team looking 
after the Penthouse Men’s magazine. Many 
guys might think I had landed in the perfect 
work environment, working at Penthouse and 
meeting the monthly Penthouse Pets (as the 
models were then known as). Calling agencies 

to push advertising space was a great experience but a very different 
world for me and while it was fun and gave me a broader experience in life, 
something was missing. 

Not sure about where I was heading, Ray talked to me about joining Doric. 
We sat down and created a pathway from tradesman to management. 
That’s right, Dad was the one who planted the seed and Mum seemed 
much happier for me working within the group than selling advertising for 
Penthouse magazine.

I began a four year apprenticeship in Toolmaking. It was a wonderful 
trade and it gave me an invaluable understanding of the backbone of 
manufacturing. With this completed and again with encouragement from 
Ray, it was clear that to be able to contribute in any future leadership role, I 
needed further education in this area.  

At this time University of Technology Sydney, had just developed a new four 
year degree - Bachelor of Manufacturing Management. This new Business 
course was specifically designed to educate future business leaders in 
World’s Best knowledge with practical experience. It was the leading degree 
for business management specifically focused on the modern manufacturing 
industry. I was in the right place at the right time and it was a perfect fit. 

At the same time, Doric was being positioned by Perry and Mike to invest in 
its first Enterprise Computer System.  Doric at that stage was operating on 
a manual pen and paper system. With the knowledge gained at UTS I was 
enlisted to put forward on paper what a fully integrated computer system 
would look like and what the investment would be. My colleague on the 
project was Angela. This was such a good fit that she later became my wife.

We both had clear areas of knowledge and experience, and this presented 
me with a wonderful opportunity to integrate my hands on knowledge of 
the  business with my academic knowledge on the integration of data and 
systems into a physical working environment. It was a great experience being 
part of a challenging, major project that would be the platform that allowed 
Doric to enter the modern world of business competency and relevancy for 
the future. It was also a great learning experience for me on how critical the 
culture of a business is, the importance of inclusion and communication in 
a project and how both frame the delivery of successful outcomes. 

I was appointed General Manager, of Doric in 1998. It was where my years 
of training and education had been heading, and I was proud to be given 
the opportunity to lead the business into the new millennium. Little did I 
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know that the company was about to face its 
most defining moment to date.  On 28th May 
2004 a small electrical malfunction caused a 
major fire in the factory. The entire building 
was destroyed and with it years of records, 
machinery and stock. 

At that time, there was no one on the Doric team 
who had prior experience in disaster recovery. 
The fire that destroyed the manufacturing site 
in Wetherill Park was devastating, but it gave 
Doric an opportunity to reset its future and, 
overnight, develop a new business model for 
how it would compete and supply an industry 
which had become part of a global supply 
chain. 

This was a really tough period for me personally, 
because having such strong ties to local 
manufacturing, I knew that we would be faced 
with many challenges to compete successfully 
in a global environment. The recovery process 
was very challenging and one that many will 
never truly understand unless they have been 
in that position, but it was a wonderful period of 
learning from great people who were recruited 
to support me in rebuilding the business and 
guiding Doric through this period. It reinforced 
the importance of being innovative, listening to 
our customer base, and positioning products 
or services that addressed their requirements. 
It was also an experience that taught me 
some hard lessons in life: how culture is 
developed, how to integrate new skills that 
support existing staff and how important 
people are to business. They are the heart and 
soul. It also cemented Perry, Mike and I as the 
second family generation in leading ALG, and 
it certainly gave us clarity on what we could 
achieve with the support of great staff. No 
challenge was too great.

It took 10 tough years to finalise the insurance 
claim. When it happened in 2014, it allowed 

Doric to close this chapter of the story and for Perry, Mike and I to consider 
what  ALG could look like in the future, from a corporate and also from a 
family position. What was it we needed to undertake to position ALG for 
the next generation of leaders and future family involvement. ALG has 
always been and will continue to be a family run business. Many of the next 
generation have, or are now, participating in various areas of the business. 
My daughter Calli worked in reception and then marketing before finding her 
niche. She now works for a leading PR firm in Sydney. It was during her 10 
years with us that she met her future husband, Tom who is now part of our 
ALG leadership team. Mike’s children, Racheal and Dan are both involved in 
the business and making a wonderful contribution to the group. I would love 
to see more third generation family members involved so who knows what 
the future may hold for those currently working outside the family group. 

The last five years have been wonderful in creating a new business model 
for the group and developing a new culture for ALG. It has been a significant 
undertaking, challenging at times but one supported by Ray and Roy, which 
I personally am very grateful for. I know that they may not have been certain 
about all of the decisions made and the direction but they have been willing 
for Perry, Mike and I to have the responsibility and authority to make our 
own decisions and for the second generation to guide the ship. Not an easy 
decision for generational businesses.

I am amazed at how complex our business environment has become. Our 
customer isn’t just the local fabricator, but an element forming one link in 
a global procurement pathway for our product getting to the end user. The 
ability for ALG to be adaptive and extend our operating footprint give us 
great control of our destiny. We don’t believe in sitting around and moaning 
about business circumstance, but rather accept that what we do today may 
well be different for tomorrow. Change shouldn’t be feared but embraced 
and managed. I love the fact that this can-do approach sits within our 
beliefs and that Mike, Perry and I challenge ourselves to have a go rather 
than die wondering. Doric, Azuma, and Lock and Roll are examples of seeing 
a business opportunity and having a go to build a valued business from 
nothing. 

Over the next 10 years our industry will be faced with a number of challenges, 
and I see product innovation as key to our success. Flexible, dynamic and 
adaptive business will strengthen our longer-term survival in global markets, 
and our next 5 years capital plans will support this belief. Our customers will 
become more solution orientated and customised in their expectations, so 
this will remain our core strength. Automation will drive improved quality 
and performance, and a path towards a greater digital business workplace 
and systems environment will be a “must”. 

DORIC STAND IN 2002

 
I appreciate that our brands must remain relevant to 
consumers, and that they must find their own value in 
Australia’s next growth wave of prosperity. Hopefully our 
brands continue to prosper and over time, our portfolio 
of brands grow as new opportunities and industries 
emerge. We are growing a footprint in Australia and 
abroad, and also developing our next five-year strategic 
plan to take us through to 2025 and beyond. I see our 
success being dependant on a next generation of 
entrepreneurs supported with wonderfully capable staff 
that position ALG as a family business with strong family 
values true to its core, where people make the difference, 
and where great minds work with great spirits to create 
great opportunities.

Today our group companies set industry standards, 
leadership, and innovation in products, services or 
engineering solutions. I am so proud of the courage we 
have shown to push through adversity, to be different, to 
have a go without the comfort of a guaranteed success, 
and to embody the mindset that “without some guts, 
there is no glory”. 

For myself, I measure my legacy not solely on setting 
the group on a strong balance sheet and strong financial 
strength, but also by our culture and how the next 
generation value their desire to see ALG as a workplace 
that they wish to work at, and are proud to be part of 
our family story. I am so pleased to see some of my 
staff now having their children working within some of 
our group companies and that they see what a great 
working experience Mum and Dad convey and share with 
them, that they speak so highly of their colleagues and 
the business they support, that they too wish to be part 
of that workplace. I just love seeing a 2nd generation of 
colleagues coming into our group, it makes me feel proud 
to be a family business. For me, culture is our greatest 
asset, and how we manage it has been instrumental in 
our success to date and will greatly determine our future 
success over the next 50 years.
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Mike’s Story.
Mike Alchin has committed his life’s work to ALG, travelling the world to solve industry 

problems.  At the heard of multiple industry changing innovations, Mike has single 
handedly changed the fenestration industry for the better.

Mike Alchin.

Azuma Design is Mike’s domain, the design, development, research and 
testing arm of the Alchin Long Group which undertakes all manner of 
product and standards compliance testing not only for its own products 
but the broader fenestration industry. Not that Mike’s involvement is 
restricted to the sometimes extreme testing regimes that Azuma is 
enlisted to undertake, to prove the salience and performance of various 
window, door and associated products.

DIRECTOR - ALCHIN LONG GROUP
STARTED 01.06.1981

I am completely embedded in this business 
and this industry“

“

As the son of one of the company’s original 
founding partners, Roy Alchin, Mike has 
ridden the ALG rollercoaster pretty much his 
whole adult life. “My whole working life is this 
business,” Mike Alchin admitted.

“I am completely embedded in this business 
and this industry, I am completely vested in 
it … it has been my whole working life and I 
couldn’t imagine a time when I am not involved 
in some way.” Mike is not the end of the family 
involvement with ALG, either, because there 
is a third generation already involved in the 
business.

With wife Cathy they have three children, who 
are or have been involved in the business, plus 
six grandchildren. Daughter Rachael is in a 
People, Development and OH&S role at ALG, 
son Daniel is a Product Manager for GALTC, 
ALG’s operation in China, while daughter Jade 
was also previously at ALG. Despite Mike’s life-
long family commitment to the business, he 
actually began his working career outside ALG, 
at Acrow Engineering in Sydney, doing a five-
year Engineering cadetship with an
associated Tool Maker trade. “I went to 
Guildford West Primary and Granville South 
High, and then onto TAFE,” Mike explained.
“I am a TAFE boy all the way; I did Tooling 
Making at Ultimo TAFE, Mechanical 
Engineering at Granville TAFE and then 
Business Management at Penrith TAFE.” After 
honing his skills at Acrow Engineering, Mike’s 
ALG career began at Doric in 1980, when 
he was appointed Foreman of the Machine 
Shop working generally on the company’s 
product. “One of the first major projects Doric 
took on at that point was the introduction of 
manufacturing of springs for the Doric double-
hung spring balance system, which has (now) 
been with the business as long as I have,” Mike 
Alchin explained.

That role took a significant turn in 1988 and set the direction for Mike’s future 
career, when he undertook the design and development of a new product for 
Doric’s then customer (now defunct) R&W Vincent. “It was called the AL8/
DS371 and it was the first-ever sliding window catch with a cylinder. “It was 
revolutionary for its time and was significant for us because it was the first 
time we uncovered a problem, developed a solution and designed a product 
to suit,” Mike said. That project opened a pathway for the Doric methodology 
of looking for problems and trying to solve them. “If you want to charge a 
margin, you have to be solving a problem,” Mike tells his young cadets today.

Within three years Mike was leading a stand-alone Doric research and 
development department, then just three people, working on its own and 
customer products, and was an early adopter of Solids Modelling CAD 
(Computer Aided Design) technology. “We had an early Solids Modelling CAD 
system demonstrated to us and knew it was the future. But it was hugely 
expensive and I didn’t think the company would consider it, so I proposed a 
cheaper alternative.

“Credit where credit is due, though, Ray (Long) saw the potential of the 
Solids Modelling CAD system and worked out a way of leasing it, and that 
was a transformative moment (for the business).” Over the next 10 years the 
Doric R&D department increased in size and eventually morphed into a new 
business called Azuma Design, which continued to develop new products. 
“We designed a type of window lock system which was new to the market 
and suddenly we were making 300,000 units a month … that took us from 
being a smaller player to a much more significant player, instantly. 

“Then we developed the DS60 common chassis system for a sliding door 
deadlock, which enabled us to put bespoke covers on it for half a dozen 
different customer brands, and again production went through the roof.” 
Azuma also invented a process to powder-coat plastics which revolutionised 
the industry, a process that is still unique to the ALG business and is being 
evolved constantly. 

Today ALG is holder of more design patents than any other privately-owned 
Australian business. Ray Long foresaw the writing on the wall for Australian 
manufacturing during this period and asked Mike to explore production 
opportunities off-shore, both to contain costs and to access production 
capacity. “That proved somewhat prescient when we were wiped out by the 
fire,” Mike Alchin explained of the 2004 blaze that was at the time the biggest 
industrial fire in Sydney history. 
“The fire stopped everything. We couldn’t make stuff here anymore and we 
had to ramp up our overseas suppliers. It was the only way we could meet 
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our commitments to our customers. “During 
this recovery period the GFC hit and most 
of our Australian manufacturing opposition 
disappeared, so ironically in some ways the 
change of direction enforced on us by the fire 
actually saved us in the long term.

“In rebuilding (the business) we made the 
decision that the future for ALG was as 
a design, marketing and sales business. 
We needed to own the product, own the 
relationship and control the manufacturing. 
And that’s what we’ve done.” A key element 
to that approach was a ramping up of its own 
research and development capability. Azuma 
began investing in testing equipment and 
building its own bespoke testing equipment,
initially for its own and customer-brand 
products, but just as the design and 
development of its own product evolved into 
doing the same for other brands, so too did the 
testing.

“Our testing capabilities were quickly 
recognised by the broader industry and we 
began getting requests to do testing for 
non-ALG products, which in turn grew into 
compliance testing,” Mike Alchin said.

“This changed the direction of the business … 
Azuma is now a significant resource for the 
broader windows and door industry as well 
as ALG for product testing, compliance and 
training.” Such a development required Azuma 
to instigate a rigorous confidentiality regime so 
that both ALG’s own IP (Intellectual Property) 
and that of the companies it tests for are 
protected. “Testing is difficult and rewarding 
at the same time. 

We are NATA (National Association of Testing 
Authorities) accredited and will test for 
anybody and everybody. 

“Standards compliance is a huge part of our business now because so much 
product is manufactured off-shore and not always produced with Australian 
Design Rules in mind.” Just as it did with the DS60 common chassis rail 
system, Azuma’s focus on research and development has been pivotal in 
designing products almost before the industry has recognised a
need. “The best example of our vision is our early understanding of the 
rising cost of energy, which seems obvious now but wasn’t then, and how 
this would be a major issue for houses and buildings in the future,” Mike 
Alchin said. “To achieve this energy efficiency we found ourselves designing 
products to meet the new demands, which pointed us towards hinged 
windows and doors, rather than sliding products.

“These were ahead of their time and remain industry standards, as does the 
twin-chain winder we developed for the much larger windows now common 
in building design, which are used for their thermal efficiency in preference 
to two smaller windows.” Another example of predicting industry trends is 
the multi-point locking system for windows in high rise buildings, designed 
with a snap-shut self-locking system which works seamlessly together for 
security and efficiency.

These are now specified as standard fitment in some Australian states 
and are common throughout Asia, and ALG is the only Australian company 
producing them.

So after almost 40 years what does ALG mean to Mike Alchin?
“On a personal level I realise I won’t be around forever and there needs to be 
a business for future generations.

“In terms of the industry, I am heartbroken to see the (Australian) industry 
handing itself over to China. It’s not just that they are (producing things) 
cheaper but they are being leaders and innovators, and preferred suppliers. 
That breaks my heart.”

And what does this industry transition mean for ALG?

“I think we will need to become a much more technically competent 
company. We’ll need to become more high-end (with our products), we’ll 
need to be a bespoke manufacturer that invests (even more) in design and 
go after the problems that others can’t solve.

“What differentiates us now and will in the future is looking at the problem, 
looking at what the industry is going to need (in the future) and what the 
solution is.”

AZUMA IN 2003

MIKE WITH SIMON CHUNG FROM WEBER HK 
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Perry’s Story.
Perry Long has been a long term director of ALG, the once Lord Mayor of Concord is a 

creative thinker.  Perry has been at the Forefront of all ALG businesses since 1981.

Perry Long.

Advanced manufacturing right here in Australia is the future of the 
Alchin Long Group, according to Chairman Perry Long. That’s a view that 
might surprise many in business in 2019, when the conventional view is 
that manufacturing in Australia is no longer viable. “A certain level of 
manufacturing is going to come back to Australia, I think, thanks to
advanced manufacturing technology like robotics and 3D printing.”

DIRECTOR - ALCHIN LONG GROUP
STARTED 01.07.1979

“We saw that coming, which is why we 
changed the fundamental direction of the

business 20 years ago.

“

“

“We are already designing products for robotic 
assembly and for taking 3D printing beyond 
prototyping, to low volume manufacturing. 
“As a business, we will be travelling more 
and more down the path of this advanced 
manufacturing.” 

There is a certain irony to this, as Perry was 
already heavily involved in the ALG Group 
when a catastrophic fire in 2004 hastened the 
business’ move from primarily local to off-
shore manufacturing.

“ALG was manufacturing the bulk of its own 
and customer products locally but we saw the 
writing on the wall for that, and were already 
evolving our manufacturing off-shore when the 
fire hit,” Perry explains.

“The fire turned a five year plan into a five month 
plan.” Educated at the University of Canberra, 
Perry majored in politics and economics with 
a Bachelor of Social Sciences, before starting 
his working career at the family-owned Doric 
Products business, as a factory worker. He 
had already experienced working life as a 
schoolboy, detailing cars for a local smash 
repairer and then later spending his school 
holidays at the family’s sand foundry, Crystal 
Star Products.
“At Crystal Star we sand-cast non-ferrous 
metals and brass and bronze hardware, at
lot of it for the Board of Works, while at Doric 
we made extruded brass windows for
heritage buildings, which are still in place in 
Sydney today,” Perry explained.

After 12 months at Doric, Perry headed for 
Europe and spent a couple of years travelling.

He returned to Australia in 1981 and started 
at Colonial Castings, where he managed the 
Taren Point retail store, one of three Colonial 

Outdoor Centres retail outlets in Sydney.

These sold the products produced by Colonial, such as balustrades, 
decorative panels and outdoor garden furniture, as well as general aluminium 
extrusions.

In 1989 the company bought Boyd Lock Co and Perry went there, initially 
as a Sales Rep and then as Sales Manager. When that business was sold 
in 1995 he returned home to Doric, to create what became the Alchin Long 
Group (ALG).

“We had a number of related but entirely separate businesses, but no 
overarching entity to oversee it all and potentially take advantage of 
synergies that would benefit each company individually and the group as a 
whole,” Perry Long explained.

As Marketing Manager, Perry created the ALG logo and worked on the 
marketing aspects of each individual group company. As the ALG entity 
expanded, he moved within it as an Account Manager for key customers 
and then headed up Special Projects, which in ALG’s case is fundamentally 
business development and expansion.

Along the way Perry and business partner Mike Alchin spent a significant 
period of time in the mid-‘90s in China, exploring the industrial areas looking 
at tooling, manufacturing and supply, before concluding that they’d be better 
off setting up their own facility.

“In 2004 we became a WOLF … a Wholly Owned Foreign Entity and began
manufacturing in China, which was just as well given the fire that wiped 
out our manufacturing in Australia,” Perry remembers. “We ran that (facility 
in China) for four years before selling out to our partners.” In 2016 Perry 
was appointed Chairman of the ALG Board, with an additional imprimatur to 
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manage the group property and development 
arm, the roles he holds today. 

“ALG was originally a manufacturer and 
then evolved into a manufacturing, design, 
development, sales and supply business,” 
Perry explains.

“Today we still do light manufacturing and also 
source expertise from best practice suppliers 
around the world, as it is no longer possible for 
a single business to be the best at everything.

“We saw that coming, which is why we changed 
the fundamental direction of the business 20 
years ago.

“Philosophically, we have strived to create 
a company of customers. That is, the 
partnerships we have with our customers and 
our relationships with them through the good 
and bad times, are critical components of the 
way we go about our business.

“So, ALG in 2019 is a business that customises 
products for customers, and provides supply 
and logistic services for customers.

“We are very passionate about developing 
innovative solutions for customers’ strategic 
product directions and our focus is on 
innovation, design and leading-edge
technology.”

With wife Andrea, Perry lives in Sydney, while 
married daughter and restaurateur Hope lives 
in regional NSW, and son Declan in Canada.
In recent years Perry has become an 
enthusiastic farmer, for the past six years
escaping whenever he can to a small property 
near Bathurst. 

He maintains a lifelong interest in classic cars and motorsport, cycles for 
fitness, follows the Western Sydney Wanderers and is a keen photographer. 
Now with a third-generation of the family coming into the business, what 
does Perry see the future holding for ALG?

“Today around 70 percent of our business is developing products for 
customers and about 30 percent for ourselves, for our own brands, Perry 
said.

“I think that the die is cast, that is the future of the business. “But the 
business will and must continue to expand beyond Australia and New
Zealand; we need to grow our existing opportunities in the south-east Asian 
and Chinese markets.”

Having worked almost continuously in the business since he was a teenager 
and seen and overseen tremendous expansion to an almost unimaginable 
level, Perry makes a telling observation.

“We are still fundamentally a wholly-owned, family-owned, Australian-owned 
business,” Perry said.

“ALG for me can today best be described as a serious mid-sized Australian 
company but with the culture and principals of looking after its staff and 
customers as though they were family, because we are still a small family 
business at our heart.”

PERRY & MIKE IN CHINA
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Alchin Long
Group History

There were two very tough and rough areas in Sydney, one was 
called South Sydney and the other was Granville. I came from 
Granville.” Born and raised in the harsher parts of Sydney’s west, 
Ray Long attended school at Granville Primary and Secondary, 
before dropping out to find work at 14 years and 10 months.

It didn’t matter that his teachers encouraged Ray to stay to 
complete his leaving certificate, as the responsibility to help his 
parents financially took over. “My parents gave me all their love, 
they didn’t have any money and they taught me what work really 
means, to be dedicated to what you do. No matter how humble 
that role may be, apply yourself and do the very best,” says Ray. 
“I did my Intermediate Certificate but my parents needed more 
funds to keep the house. So I had to go to work at 14.”

Shortly afterwards, Ray started his apprenticeship at Australian 
General Electric (AGE), an electrical engineering company based 
in Auburn, where he was exposed to the entire manufacturing 
process, giving him a great foundation in the industry.

Roy, who grew up in West Guildford and attended Parramatta Junior 
High, also left school at 15 to start a tool making apprenticeship. 
“I started out in Granville, in a Contract Tool Room, which is a 
business that made dyes for other people, which was unusual 
in those days.” Even though Ray kick started his career with 
gusto, earning himself the Apprentice of the Year, he sometimes 
felt limited by his lack of formal qualifications – “at times I felt 

With aspirations to be his own boss 
as his motivation, around 1968 Ray 
cashed in a large amount of shares he 
owned and left Connolly’s to buy the 
remains of a casting company that had 
just closed down known as Crystal
Star. “I decided I wanted to do things 
for myself, says Ray. “They were in 
the casting business and I changed 
that name to Colonial Castings. That 
was the beginning of my venture into 
being self-employed.” Based out of 
Nelson Lane, Annandale, Colonial 
Castings made bronze and aluminium 
cast fittings for the door and window 
industry – “Aluminium was starting to 
be more readily used in windows. Up 
until then they were timber or steel. 
So I got in at the right time.” The 
business grew quickly, expanding into 
new markets and the casting of other 
parts for the likes of Sebel Furniture, 
Victa Lawn Mowers, and Simon’s Race 
Wheels. At the time, the company only 
had five employees, with Connolly’s 
Windows, where Roy was still working, 
as one of their clients.

Six months after Ray bought up Crystal Star, he asked Roy to join him,
offering him a third of the company. “We had another guy who was a 
foundry guy and he had a third and I had a third. So that was the beginning.” 
After a few years, the third shareholder Keith retired, leaving Ray and Roy 
to become 50-50 partners. A little property became vacant and we leased 
that property up the road [from Colonial] and I moved up there and created 
Doric Products. With the aluminium window industry growing rapidly, they 
spotted an opportunity outside of casting and formed Doric in 1974 - a 
company designed to supply the industry with fittings. Inspired by the Doric 
Columns from classic Greek architecture, Doric quickly became a well-
known brand in the business. Thanks to their close connections with Civil 
and Civic and Lend Lease, who were working on the Sydney Opera House 
at the time, Doric managed to snag the contract and were soon supplying 
extruded bronze windows to the iconic Australian landmark.

Over the next few years, Doric grew to become one of the early hardware
suppliers in the country. Some of the notable milestones include:

   Fabricating extruded brass windows and doors for the NSW Government   
restoration projects
   The Commonwealth Bank restoration project in Martin Place
   Supplying hardware for the NSW Government Public Works Department 
Suite 1 and eventually Suite 2 which is still used in NSW hospitals, schools, 
TAFEs and many government buildings today
   Creating the aluminium DH1 and DH2 hinges, which became industry
standard

Looking back at the early years, it’s hard to imagine that Ray Long and Roy Alchin envisioned that their business 
partnership would take them this far. 

But over four decades working together, Ray and Roy have turned a dormant sand casting foundry run out of an old horse 
stable into a well-respected, globally-traded family-owned business group that owns five major Australian brands: Doric, 
Cowdroy, Colonial Castings, Lock & Roll and Azuma. 

With a passion to create their own destiny and a desire to leave behind a legacy for their children, the two founders 
combined a relentless work ethic with continuous innovation to lead the way in the Australian hardware industry.

In the beginning.
HUMBLE BEGINNINGS FOR FLAGSHIP BRANDS

1969 - 1974

Ray goes solo, a partnership begins.
that I was inadequate,” Ray admitted. “I was 
always dealing with people who had a degree or 
whatever. I don’t have that fear anymore, it took 
me a long time to get rid of it.” After completing 
his apprenticeship at AGE, Ray joined Civil and 
Civic and Lend Lease, which was his introduction 
to the construction and building industry. It was 
also here where Ray developed  “a burning desire 
to be self-employed. 

Not long later, Ray became Works Manager of 
Connolly’s Windows, a division of Lend Lease, 
where he was joined by Roy who had left his job 
as General Foreman at the Ford Homebush plant.

FUN FACT

Nelson Lane meeting 

room is named after 

Nelson Lane where Ray 

started Colonial Castings
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Alchin Long
Group History

While still at Nelson Lane in Annandale, the Colonial Castings 
factory was near a major stormwater channel which meant the 
company’s original building was frequently flooded, costing them 
a lot in time and money so Ray decided to speak with the building 
owner to sort out their situation. 

Needless to say, after an unpleasant meeting with the owner, 
Ray learnt another life lesson and became determined to own all 
company property moving forward. “That was the turning point 
for me. I said from here on in we are going to own all the factories 
that we work in and that was my driving objective,” says Ray. 
So began the search for the company’s new home. “I started to 
look into Smithfield, which was a market garden area then and I 
decided to buy the property in Market Street.” 

With the property up and running, they moved Colonial Castings 
and Doric to their new Smithfield home in 1975. In addition to 
the two companies, Ray planned to invest in more commercial 
properties as a way to diversify their revenue and set up further 
income streams for their children – “I headed towards building 
and owning our own properties, so whenever Roy and I decided 
to call it quits, when it was time to move away and let the boys 
do it, there was the income stream to support that.” Ray and Roy 
would continue to work incredibly hard over the years, building 
and expanding their business. 

They split the responsibilities – Ray hit the road to sell their 
products while Roy ran the factories – with both men putting in 
long hours daily. Ray delivered into the country and often slept in 
the ute or on the park benches being woken up by the town clocks 
and roosters. We often got away late because Ray was continually 
on the road and I’d stay there until he got back.” Hard work and 
long hours often meant they never had time for life’s treats. But 

both men understood their sacrifice was for the 
bigger picture and golden opportunity – “You get 
one opportunity, you get one chance. This was 
our opportunity. It was a good time; there was a 
lot of work about.”

But it wasn’t just them putting in the hard work, 
their wives played an enormous role. Carey Long 
handled the books and wages while Pat Alchin
took care of deliveries. The sons, Mike Alchin 
and Perry Long, also worked every school 
holiday and on Saturdays. It was a fully-fledged 
family business. Nigel Long joined the company 
and was later made General Manager of Doric 
Products in 1998.

As both businesses continued to grow, the 
Alchin Long Group developed its own design, 
development and testing capabilities to ensure 
its products met the highest possible quality and 
performance parameters. This division
eventually took on a life of its own, branded as 
Azuma Design in 2000. The company was soon 
in demand industry-wide and is now the primary 
resource for industrial design and testing 
capability across Australia.

The Expansion.

During the adversity of rebuilding the 
business after the fire, Ray saw that 
the next generation of the company’s 
leaders were ready to take the reins.
“After the fire, I realised, I could see 
how Michael, Perry and Nigel had
developed and changed and were 
applying themselves so well to the
company and were getting along as 
partners and I could see it was time for 
me to hand the chequebook over. And 
that’s what I did.”

Today, Mike is the creative product 
design brains behind Colonial and 
Doric’s extensive range of products as 
well as the key figure at Azuma. Nigel is 

In May 2004, Doric suffered a 
devastating fire, triggered by an 
overheated computer server, which 
completely destroyed the factory and 
office, effectively wiping the business 
out. It was one of the biggest industrial 
fires in Western Sydney and left Doric 
with its employees wondering about 
certainty of their livelihoods. The 
management team faced a greater 
challenge – they could either take the 
insurance payout and walk away or try 

the CEO of the Alchin Long Group while Perry oversees the group’s portfolio 
of brands which has grown to include Doric, Cowdroy (acquired in 1999), 
Colonial Castings, Lock Roll and Azuma.
As the leading company in the Australian hardware manufacturing industry, 
the Alchin Long Group has been the principal driving force behind many 
innovations in the space.

These innovations include the Doric-launched first spring balance system 
for timber windows and the revolutionary sliding security spring door closer, 
also introduced by Doric. Doric was the first Australian company to develop 
key-lock functionality for windows, back in 1990, and then later an absolute 
world-first with the process to powder-coat plastics, which revolutionised 
the industry.

After over 40 years of building and expanding, the Alchin Long Group has
remained a strong family business – one of the very cornerstones of what
makes the company such a success over so many years.

Next Generation Family Business.

Disaster Strikes.
to save the business. With two options weighing heavily
on their minds, Ray, Perry, Mike and Nigel decided to leave the insurance
payout and focus on saving the business. 

Doric bounced back from the devastating event and completely their
approach; transforming from a heavy engineering company into a more
streamlined business which combined light engineering with warehouse 
and distribution capabilities. The company opened up supply lines through 
both local and offshore businesses to meet customer orders and became 
one of the first Australian manufacturing businesses to source from China.

1975 - 2000

2004

2005 - NOW

STARTED 2008 STARTED 2000

FUN FACT

Colonial Castings has 

been at Market Street, 

Smithfield since 1975
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1969

1962

1999

1991

1980

1975

2004

2004

1974

1972
1962

2002 2008

2000
2004

2018

1983

1982

Roy joins Ray at newly renamed 
Colonial Castings. The pair later

become 50/50 partners.

Ray buys up the remains of 
recently closed casting company, 

Crystal Star.

ALG Acquired Cowdroy.

Mike Alchin established Doric 
Design, which later broke away 

to become the independent 
Azuma Design.

Perry Long and Mike Alchin join 
the business.

Roy and Ray buy property 
in Chifley Street, Smithfield, 

which becomes the new 
base for Doric and Colonial 

Castings.

Manufacturing moved off-
shore to China in a bid to fulfil 
customer orders – one of the 
first Australian businesses to 

do so.

Wetherill Park premises is 
completely destroyed by 

fire – the largest in Sydney’s 
history.

Doric starts fabricating extruded 
brass windows and doors for the 

NSW Government restoration 
projects. These windows are still 

operating in the Sydney builds 
today.

With the aluminium window 
industry expanding, the pair start 

up Doric Products.
Ray and Roy meet at Sydney 

fabricator, Connolly’s.

Nigel Long appointed General 
Manager in major business 

restructure.

ALG launches Lock & Roll.

Azuma Design launched.
ALG’s first sports sponsorship in 

Australian V8 Supercars.

ALG acquires AMS

Doric moved to Wetherill Park.

Doric starts manufacturing 
the interfold DH3 and DH9 

aluminium hinges – they are 
still today the industry standard 

interfold hinges.

Milestones.
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Beginning life as a small start-up in an abandoned horse stable in 1972, Doric’s 
rise to become Australia’s largest privately-owned hardware manufacturer has been 
nothing short of spectacular.

Surging to the head of a constantly evolving market and overcoming massive
challenges along the way, there’s no denying Doric has earned the title of an
absolute innovator in the fenestration industry. Doric was named after the Greek 
architectural column and kicked off under the guidance of founding directors Ray 
Long and Roy Alchin. The company quickly picked up momentum, supplying hardware 
to Sydney’s largest steel window and door fabricators, and bronze windows to NSW 
Government restoration projects as well as one of Australia’s most iconic landmarks, 
the Sydney Opera House.

As aluminium took centre stage in the 
fabrication market, Doric leaped to the
forefront with the local production of 
aluminium hinges. As the company 
grew, it resisted takeovers from larger 
global players and remains to this day 
completely Australian-owned.

Over time, Doric developed its own 
design, development and testing 
capabilities, ensuring its products 
met the highest-possible quality and 
performance parameters.
The company quickly outgrew its first 
home to move to larger premises in 
Smithfield in 1977 and then onto a 
purpose-built factory in Wetherill Park 

in 1983. However, in May 2004, Doric 
suffered a devastating fire. Triggered 
by an overheated computer server, the 
blaze completely destroyed the entire 
factory and offices, effectively wiping 
the business out.

It remains the largest industrial fire 
in Sydney history. However, Doric 
bounced back. Re-establishing itself 
in rented premises in Wetherill Park 
and opening up supply lines offshore 
to meet customer orders, Doric 
became one of the first Australian 
manufacturing businesses to source 
from China.
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Brand History.

Innovators of window 
and door hardware.

FUN FACT

Doric supplied 

products to the 

Sydney Opera House 

Build.
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The Doric difference.
Innovation. Always.

Brand History.

Expansion became a pivotal part of Doric’s story. The company boldly established operations 
in Malaysia in 1994 and then New Zealand in 1998, before ultimately launching an Asia-
Pacific division in 2002.  Through all of this, at its heart, Doric has remained a family 
business focused on delivering quality, innovative and market leading window and door 
hardware. A big part of Doric’s success over the decades has been its emphasis on research 
and development, with a dedicated team of industrial designers, mechanical and electrical 
engineers Doric is able to explore a broad range of concepts and rapidly test them through 
prototyping. Building its name as an absolute innovator, Doric has lay claim to a number of 
industry firsts throughout the years. 

Doric was the first in Australia to develop key-lock functionality for windows, and then 
later, in an absolute world-first, a process to paint plastics, which revolutionized the 
industry.  Window weren’t locked in Australia until Doric introduced the Keyed Window 
Lock (DS371/DS401) in the 1980s, enabling the window to be locked using one mechanism.  
Doric has also long been market leader in Sliding Patio Door locks. This began in the mid 
1990s, when Doric created the Universal Chassis, enabling one basic locking unit to fit 
multiple handle shapes. 

This gave fabricators and builders 
the opportunity to offer a variety of 
handle designs without changing the 
mechanical locking unit. Following on 
from the Universal Chassis was Doric’s 
development of Polesium TM . In a world 
first technological development, this was 
the first material finish that allowed wet 
paint to have a substrate applied to it. 
Polesium TM, which still leads the market 
today, could be powdercoated in a large 
range of colours and was also totally

corrosive resistant. In the 1990s, Doric 
also became the first company to develop 
the awning chainwinder.

In 2007, Doric created the first restricted 
chain length awning winder, which allowed 
one winder to be restricted to 100mm, 
150mm or full opening for operator safety, 
such as in use around small children. 
The same year, Doric’s DH40 Adjustable 
hinge took out the AWA award for ‘Most 
Innovative Component’. 

The 2009 version of the Doric Chainwinder also won the AWA Most Innovative Component 
Award and remains the only restricted-opening for safety awning winder on the market 
today. Seven years later, the company’s DN8000 Self-Latching Multi-Point System took out
AWA’s 2016 innovative design award once again. The ground-breaking product is the world’s 
first locking system that allows a window to “self-latch” under potentially damaging winds.

While a lot of companies have come and gone in the many decades since Doric first opened 
its doors, the Sydney-based business has proven time and time again why it’s a staple of 
the window and door industry with its endless hunger for innovation. Today, Doric’s global 
footprint includes a network of branches located in Australian, as well as throughout the 
Asia-Pacific region and New Zealand. And the innovation shows no sign of slowing down.
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What remains the biggest industrial fire in Sydney history brought Doric Products to the brink of extinction.  
Overnight in May 2004 a computer server overheated and sparked a fire that totally destroyed Doric’s purpose-built 
factory in Wetherill Park, taking the adjoining offices with it and effectively wiping out the business.

As the owners surveyed the devastation next morning, it was immediately 
clear that there was going to be massive disruption to the business and 
all its operations, and they faced a dilemma.

Try to rebuild or just walk away?

It would have been easy to take the insurance money – which, in the end 
was a saga in itself and used today as a business case study in industry 
– and call it quits, but that is not the Doric philosophy.

Doric’s management team immediately swung into action, anxious to 
ensure the continued employment of their workforce and the fulfilment 
of orders for customers.

Rented premises in Wetherill Park were quickly sought and the business 
restarted, with supply lines opened off-shore to meet customer orders. 
Doric thus became one of the very first Australian manufacturing 
businesses to source from China.

The devastation of the fire did, however, fundamentally change the Doric 
business.

Doric originated as a local Australian manufacturer, designing, developing, 
manufacturing and packaging its product range in Australia.

But with the enforced switch to supply from China, what was intended 
to be an interim solution in fact informed the future direction of the 
business.

Manufacturing off-shore quickly 
demonstrated itself to be a smarter 
and more efficient solution for the 
business, so much so that Doric soon 
switched from using external suppliers 
in China and instead established several 
factories of its own in the Guangdong 
Province.

This enabled Doric to manage, 
maintain and control the quality of the 
product being manufactured under its 
name, whilst continuing the design, 
development, packaging and distribution 
of its product here in Australia.

“In the immediate aftermath of the fire 
we had some big decisions to make,” 
ALG CEO Nigel Long recalls.

“We took an immediate look at our 
options, discussed it, and all the owners 
were of the same view … we wanted the 
business to continue, so we had to find 
a way to rebuild it and quickly.

“On the one had it was devastating what 
happened, on the other hand we just 

Devastation in 2004.

Fire brings Doric to the brink.
didn’t have time to reflect on it … we needed solutions, 
and as quickly as possible. We were conscious too of 
the affect it was going to have on our workforce, so we 
needed to get up and running as quickly as possible.

“China provided the short-term solution in terms of 
sourcing components to fulfil our orders and offered 

opportunity too for the long-term to restructure what 
we were doing as a manufacturer in an increasingly 
global marketplace, in terms of cost efficiencies.

“It has proved to be the right decision, our investment 
off-shore providing us the cost efficiencies we needed 

to stay competitive whilst maintaining the quality of 
product expected from Doric.”

After around 10 years in the rented premises that had 
been located quickly to replace that destroyed by the 
fire, Doric recently relocated to a brand-new company-
owned facility, ironically built on the site of the original 
fire-devastated building.

“An abiding memory of that time is the loyalty of our 
workforce and of many of our customers,” Nigel Long 
remembers.

“Incredibly, most of our workforce stuck with us after 
the factory burned down and many of them pitched 
in to help, as we got organised and set everything up 
again.

“And it was the same with our customers … they were 
incredibly supportive of us as we scrambled to fulfil 
orders and find a solution to supplying them. It would 
have been easy for them to simply find another supplier, 
but they didn’t.

“That told us we’d made the right decision (at the 
time) and the success of Doric today is further proof 
of that.”
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Milestones.

1982

1980

2009

2007

1992

1990

2018

2016

1989

1984
1972

2017

2016

2019

2002

1993

DH3 & DH8 launched! The 
industry standard hinge which is 

still the standard today

DN201 Flush Bolt launched! 
Copied by many and still popular 

today

The MK4 chainwinder wins the 
AWA most innovative component 

award

The DH40 Hinge wins the AWA 
most innovative component 

award

The launch of the DS401, first 
ever sliding lockable window lock

The first ever auto adjusting 
foot system for spring 
balances was launched

The DN85 wins the AWA most 
innovative component award

Doric ambassador Will 
Davison wins Bathurst 1000

The first ever spring loaded and 
adjustable roller was launched 

into the security market

The first ever spring balance 
system for aluminium windows 

had landed
Doric starts their own 

business

The DN8000 wins the Good 
Design Awards product design 

category

The DN8000 wins the AWA most 
innovative component award 

Ventus Louvres wins ‘Most 
Innovative Window System’ at 

AGWA Design Awards

The release of the polesium 
based chainwinder  with it’s 

100% corrosion resistant base

The launch of the DS60 first ever 
sliding door lock chassis with 
interchangeable handle styles

2002

1998

Doric AP launched

Doric NZ launched
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The Cowdroy name has been associated with firsts as long as it has existed. The
company has come a long way since launching as an advertising company in 1890.
Since then, Cowdroy has consistently pioneered in a number of industries, including 
producing the first illustrated advertisement in the Sydney Morning Herald and the 
world’s first sliding glass aluminium track. It was in fact the latter creation that 
helped steer Cowdroy in a new direction towards the Australian hardware industry. 
Since that decisive move, Cowdroy has cemented itself as one of Australia’s leading 
manufacturers of track and seal products across residential and commercial 
properties. The group has expanded in the past four decades to become a 
multinational family-owned business supplying innovative products and services 
around the globe.   It was in 1999 that Cowdroy joined the Alchin Long Group. The 
Group’s extensive knowledge in the construction hardware industry proved a perfect 
match for Cowdroy as it joined the likes of Doric and Colonial Castings. The company 
now offers a large catalogue of door track systems, stops, guides and spare parts, 
door furniture, glass shelving systems and shopfitting products and showcases. 
Producing this impressive product range for a wide scope of applications is no 
easy feat. With an emphasis on innovative research and development, Cowdroy 
has achieved the highest standard with its products and will no doubt continue to 
maintain that excellence in the future.

But Cowdroy has really become what it is today by putting people first. Empowering 
its staff to create innovative solutions and supporting them by building testing 
capabilities to ensure products meet the highest possible quality and performance 
parameters. Through fiercely independent design and painstaking research and 
development, Cowdroy has been constantly at the head of the field. The company 
has been completely dedicated to consistently upgrading products and systems to 
meet the increasingly varied needs of the market and consumer demands.
Throughout product testing, manufacturing processes and personnel training, 
Cowdroy has led the way. And the company’s efforts have been rewarded with plenty 
of recognition. 

Cowdroy’s industry-leading methodologies have ensured they keep ahead of their 
competitors and set the benchmark for excellence.

As dominant innovators in the door track systems and accessories industry, Cowdroy 
has been responsible for other major inventions such as the highly successful ball 
bearing sliding glass track, a sashless sliding window and a sliding door track 
system featuring ball bearings on a top race section, which was patented and sold 
under manufacturing license around the world.
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Brand History.

Trusted by Australians 
since 1890.
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Keeping you on track.

Brand History.

For the past century, Cowdroy has maintained extremely high standards in the design 
and manufacturing of its products. From door seals to door tracks and weather seals, 
this renowned standard is still evident in each product today. In 2016, Cowdroy joined 
ALG motorsport’s program, with branding splashed across the Australian Supercars 
Championship. The partnership pushed Cowdroy’s branding to the next level. 

Cowdroy products are available from leading hardware and home improvement stores across 
Australia, with the brand continually researching, designing and developing new and exciting 
products with Australian market demands in mind. Through considered expansion, Cowdroy 
products can now also be found in New Zealand, Malaysia, across the rest of Asia Pacific 
and North America. Looking ahead, the founders and senior management of Cowdroy know 
that the next century will be even more challenging than the last, but that’s exactly what 
motivates this Australian-owned and operated company to strive for even greater success.

FUN FACT

Cowdroy was acquired 

by ALG in 1999
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Milestones.

1912

1901

1999

1986

1958

1949

2017

2016

1947

1935
1890

2010 2019

2005

2018

2020

1982

1968

Henry was joined by his eldest 
son, TC Cowdroy, in the family 

business

1st ever illustrated 
advertisement in the Sydney 

Morning Herald

Acquired by ALG

Cowdroy establishes a branch 
in NZ

In the late 1950’s one leading 
Sydney newspaper commented 

that TC Cowdroy held more
patents than any other man in 

Australia.

Produced a sliding sash-less 
sliding window which was 
patented and sold around 

the world

IHG Seals Launch

Cowdroy ambassador Will 
Davison wins Bathurst 1000

Designed, developed and 
patented a sliding door track 

system featuring ball bearings 
on a top race section

Designed, developed and 
patented world’s 1st sliding 

glass aluminium track
Established by 

Henry M Cowdroy

Re-branding procedure IHG Replacements Launch

Designed, developed and 
patented a snap-down track for 

wardrobes IHG Tracks Launch

IHG Insect Screening Launch

John Cowdroy, grandson of 
Henry, appointed to Chairman of 

the board after buying out all
shareholders

Designed, developed and 
patented the Starline Showcase 
system, another innovation in

aluminium and glass design for 
the shopfitting & display market.
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Colonial Castings is now the largest manufacturer of permanent mould cast 
aluminium outdoor and patio furniture, outdoor aluminium lights, aluminium load 
bearing columns and associated outdoor products in the world today.
Of course, it wasn’t always that way for Colonial, which originally opened its doors 
in Sydney in 1947 as a sand caster of brass and other window and door hardware, 
many of which survive on NSW Government buildings today.
Since then, Colonial has established a long and proud history over more than 70 
years designing and manufacturing unique, quality cast aluminium outdoor furniture 
and accessories for a range of commercial and residential applications.
Its products cover the full gamut of the romantic designs of yesterday to the more 
contemporary designs required in modern homes and buildings.
Originally based in Annandale Colonial Castings became part of what is now the 
Alchin Long Group in 1977 at which time its foundry moved to a new facility in 
Smithfield, switching from sand to mould casting.

Designed to withstand the toughest 
of Australian conditions, Colonial 
uses only UV-stable polyester powder 
coating for the weather protection 
of its products, having tested it 
extensively in Australia and South 
East Asia for many years. This unique 
polyester power coating meets both 
Australian and British compliance 
standards. Colonial Castings uses only 

rust-resistant primary ingot aluminium 
with stainless steel fasteners and zinc-
plated nuts and bolts which, with the 
UV-stable polyester powder coating, 
gives its products maximum weather 
protection. As befits a business that 
has built its success on manufacturing 
high quality products for very specific 
projects or individual customers, 
Colonial offers its standard range 
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Brand History.

Custom made security 
panels since 1947.

of products with a variety of optional features including glass panelling, coloured 
inserts, animal paw proof or vision mesh, special locking systems and extra coating 
for supreme salt water corrosion resistance.  Additionally, Colonial has its own in-
house designers, metal experts and tooling facilities, which enables it to develop 
bespoke small-run products for very specific applications.

It can also call on the extensive manufacturing knowledge of the broader ALG Group 
for individual projects or volume production.  Colonial Castings has been exporting 
its products to most continents and various world markets since the early 1980s and 
distributes its products through a network of retailers and distributors throughout 
Australia.
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In 1978 introduced door handles 
for Coroners court Sydney in 
specialised material. Handles
still on court and perfect after 

39 years!

Security Door Brochure

Milestones.

1973

1973

2016

2015

1977

1974

2019

2018

1974

1974
1972

2018 2019

2017 2019

1981

1978

Originally a sand foundry, it 
moved to being a gravity diecast 

(permanent mold) foundry

Name changed to Colonial 
Castings

New safety standards 
implemented

Logo re-design

Moved to larger premises in 
Smithfield

Introduced Colebrookdale 
Furniture, a range of cast metal 

outdoor garden furniture

Moved back to Market Street

Moved to Redfern Street

Expanded into security doors & 
panels

Produced a range of balustrades, 
lacework, pillars and decorative 

panels
Established as Crystal Star 

Products

Lifestyle launch Specialised castings contract 
work today for a variety of 

bespoke applications

Branding update Lifestyle range adjustment

Colonial Outdoor Centre retail 
outlets opened
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Lock & Roll Australia is a service business that specialises in fixing hardware and 
componentry of windows and doors.
Established in 2008 as an obvious extension of ALG’s expertise in the fenestration
industry, Lock & Roll is operating initially in Sydney only with six company-owned
service vans on the road, however the long-term is to move the business to a
franchise model. Fundamentally, what Lock & Roll offers customers is a one-stop 
mobile repair service for all window and door related issues, from the simplest lock 
replacement to getting complex bi-fold doors operating smoothly. Multipoint locking 
systems, deadlocks, hinge bolts, restrictor stays, handles, winders, rollers, tracks, 
seals, springs … fundamentally any parts associated with windows or doors can 
be repaired or replaced by Lock & Roll. Additionally, Lock & Roll will fit entire new 
door systems, security windows and accessories, upgrade existing installations or 

advise on what are the best solutions 
for a specific application. It is simply 
about taking advantage of ALG’s huge 
expertise and experience in this area.
Lock & Roll’s customers are a 
mix of both private home owners, 
body corporates, retail shops and 
commercial businesses.
Across Australian society over the past 
30 years, two trends have emerged 
that provide Lock & Roll with a growing 
customer base. The first is that the do-
it-yourself, tinkering in sheds attitude 
and skills of previous generation 
Australians has faded away, and 
been replaced by the do-it-for-me 
generation.

And this is because of the second 
trend, where people are time-poor 
because of significant family and work 
responsibilities, and prefer to spend 
what leisure time they have relaxing or 
doing things with the family.
So they turn to the experts like Lock 
& Roll to provide the solution and 
do it for them. Another factor in the 
private market is security. People want 
the peace of mind that comes with 
knowing their properties are safe and 
secure, both when they are at home 
and of course when they are away.
The Lock & Roll market divides into two 
sectors.

TH
E 
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R 
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T

Brand History.

we fix windows 
& doors.
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we are lock & roll.

Brand History.

First there’s the private home owner who does not have the expertise or time to deal
with the problem, and then there’s the commercial sector, where time and expertise
is just as important but so is regulation compliance. Part of Lock & Roll’s work is in advising 
businesses on OH&S compliance and providing the specialist solutions that meet that 
compliance. Companies do not want to take risk, so employing another business with 
specialist skills and appropriate compliance in that area reduces that risk.
An extension of this is the Body Corporate and Real Estate Agent markets, where
commercial, industrial and private properties are leased out, have to comply with government 
regulation at all times and need regular maintenance. Lock & Roll makes a commitment to 
its customers to turn up at the appointed time and wherever practical, completing the repair 
that day without the need for a subsequent visit.
With the general reputation of tradies not showing up when they are supposed to, this 
commitment is another strength of the Lock & Roll business. The fact is, all window and 
door hardware deteriorates over time with constant use. Window handles and latches can 
work loose or break, sliding door or bi-fold rollers gum up and become brittle, making doors 
almost impossible to slide and window friction stays work loose over time.
So the potential marketplace for Lock & Roll’s services is renewing all the time as older 

buildings require maintenance, not to 
mention all the renovation of older
properties undertaken by the private 
sector. The multi-award winning New 
Zealand company Exceed operates 
a similar model and has become an 
important shareholder in the Lock & Roll 
business, bringing over 25 years’ franchise 

experience in the service industry.
Lock & Roll’s long-term plan is that each 
service territory currently managed by
company-owned vans will ultimately 
be franchised, initially with a roll out in 
Sydney and then expanded across all 
major metropolitan markets.
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We'll take care of all 
your service needs

45 Yrs Experience
Fully trained experts

SERVICES YOU CAN TRUST
•   Window Repairs and Maintenance
•   Door Repair and Maintenance
•   Security Door Repairs
•   Louvres

WINDOW REPAIRS
& MAINTENANCE:

•   Winder Replacements
•   Seals & Mohair Replacements
•   Spring & Spiral Replacements
•   Sliding Window Repairs
•   Window Leak Assessments

•   Roller Replacements
•   Double Hung Window Repairs
•   Awning Windows Repairs
•   Kids Don’t Fly certi�cation
•   Casement Window Repairs

DOOR REPAIRS & 
MAINTENANCE:

•   Door Handle & Lock Replacements
•   New Door Closers Install & Replace
•   Bi-Fold Door Tune-Up
•   Aluminium Commercial 

Door Repairs
•   Cavity Door Hardware Repairs
•   Residential Entrance Door Service

•   Roller Replacements
•   Commercial Glazed Hinged Doors
•   Door Track Replacements
•   Pivot Door Repairs
•   Shop-front Door Hardware Repairs
•   Bi-Fold Door Hardware Replacements
•   Bi-Fold Screens

02 9651 3444

REPAIRS AND MAINTENANCE FOR WINDOWS AND DOORS 
WE HAVE ALL THE SOLUTIONS FOR YOU!

Master Lic. 000104324

Milestones.

2016

2007

2018

2018

2018

2016
2006

2019

2019

Bought Exceed (New Zealand) in 
as shareholders, to form Lock & 

Roll Franchising Pty
Ltd

Lock & Roll’s first job on 3 
September

4 company vans servicing 
Sydney

Started our first franchisee - 
David Anderson (Sydney)

Lock & Roll formally recognised 
as a certified Strata Service 

provider

Dave Thompson, longtime 
General Manager retiresLock & Roll Launched

Introduced Franchise Cloud 
Solutions as our whole of 

business job allocation
system

7 company vans servicing 
Sydney
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Brand History.

Independent. Accredited.

As the fenestration industry continues to evolve and grow, so does the need for
bigger and better testing facilities. One of Australia’s largest privately-owned 
compliance testing and engineering companies, Azuma Design, is definitely at the 
front of the field. Azuma has become well known for its wide range of industrial 
design, engineering and testing services throughout the Asia-Pacific region.

The company offers an expansive repertoire of testing services, including load
testing, cycle testing, impact testing, accelerated corrosion testing and wind and
water penetration testing. With both NATA and IQNet accreditation, Azuma is
capable of testing to Australian and international standards. But as part of the Alchin 
Long Group, Azuma has never rested on its laurels, and has become an industry 
leader by pushing the boundaries of Australian and international testing capabilities.
As a critical part of the design process, testing has always been a high priority for 
the ALG Group. Not only does the testing process ensure each product is fit for
production, but it also raises the benchmark for quality assurance.

It’s famed dedication to improving 
these practises has led to Azuma 
introducing countless new procedures 
and testing facilities.
Azuma’s ties with the Alchin Long 
Group have continually given direction 
to the brand, which provides innovative 
and engaging products and solutions 
that draw from ALG’s strengths across 
specialist fabrication markets.

In return, Azuma’s design testing, 
engineering, tooling and marketing 
capabilities are shared across ALG, 
playing a pivotal role in many of 
the group’s design and fabrication 
companies. This symbiotic relationship 
has in fact proved fundamental to the 
success of many of these businesses. 
Azuma’s dedication to quality control 
has allowed the likes of Doric and 

Cowdroy to relish an impeccable reputation for quality products. Azuma’s dedication 
to improving these practices means a continuous investment in new technologies, 
like the AS2047 wind and water penetration testing rig. This rig, designed specifically 
to test windows and doors for the harsh Australian environment and one of only two 
independent testing facilities of its kind in Australia, is a prime example of Azuma’s 
commitment to consistently raising the bar. Once a product has been developed, 
evaluating its performance is a critical part of the process of ensuring it is fit for 
production. 
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In house testing facility 
gives ALG brands a 
competitive advantage.

Brand History.

On top of Azuma’s range of testing facilities in line with Australian standards and various 
industry codes of practice, the firm offers the invaluable opportunity to test a product’s 
performance against the performance of competitor & product for comparison studies 
and evaluations. The insight this type of testing provides can prove vital for designers and 
engineers when making product improvements or modifications. But it isn’t just Azuma’s 
testing facilities that are invaluable for businesses around the globe. The company’s 
engineering prowess allows manufacturing companies to steer the design of products early 
in the project. Azuma’s in-depth understanding about the emergence of new technologies, 
standardised componentry and revolutionary materials can offer invaluable insight into cost 
reduction, corrosion resistance and the increasingly important environmental impact. Using 
a combination of CAD software and a vast material knowledge base, Azuma provides model 
analysis for simulation, animation, stress flexibility and shrinkage to ensure a seamless 
and efficient design process from the get-go. Azuma’s research and development team is 
focused on creating contemporary and intuitive products with the philosophy that “whatever 
you can dream, we can create.” Driven by a need to create positive experiences for the 
consumer, the company has become well known Australia-wide for its product research and 
concept generation services.

Taking it one step further, Azuma has also developed a self-certification kit to test windows 
to the BCA codes for children’s safety implemented in 2013. The kit allows businesses to 
self-certify windows on site to ensure their products are suitable to be used within the 
parameters of the legal requirements.
 
As a part of the Alchin Long Group, Azuma Design has always followed the company’s 
innovative methodologies and drive for continuous development. Azuma’s drive in this space 
has allowed businesses to continually push the boundaries of product development and 
looking forward, will no doubt help propel the industry to even greater heights.
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Milestones.

1992

1988

2013

2007

2004

2002

2019

2019

1997

19961980

2015

2015
2020

2006

2005

Introduced revolutionary CAD 
(Computer Aided Design) system

Designed first-ever sliding 
window catch with cylinder for 

R&W Vincent

Developed a self-certification 
system for BCA code compliance 

for children’s safety

Relocated to Percival Rd 
Smithfield, created new test & 

research facility

Facility destroyed by fire

Renamed Azuma Design

Holder of more design patents 
than any other privately-owned 

business in Australia

Established Azuma Hong 
Kong

Created system to powder-coat 
plastics

Designed DS60 common chassis 
system for sliding door locks

Born out of Doric’s research & 
development department

Introduced Mechanical 
Engineering cadetships to train 

own staff

Relocated to rebuilt Redfern St 
site IGU testing

Designed DS1177 chain winder

Gained NATA (National 
Association of Testing 

Authorities) accreditation
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Brand History.

The global standard in 
security hardware solutions.

2006 Finalist IFSEC 
Security Industry Awards

2008 Finalist IFSEC 
Security Industry Awards

AMS Australia’s mission statement is to design and engineer state of the art security 
hardware for the 21st century. The company offers a unique range of security 
products and is globally renowned for innovative design and development of lock 
and door hardware and high security door solutions. 

Several of AMS products have been used and endorsed by the Australian Government 
for high security applications and are listed in the SEC (Security Equipment 
Catalogue). Their products are installed all over Australia and across the world 
where intrinsic monitoring reduces the risk of unauthorised access. 

Trevor Leisk began AMS Australia and since then he has invented and patented 
many of his own locks, hundreds of which are installed in places such as Parliament 
House. The British government even contracted him to invent a new lock following 
the 2005 London bombings.

The Alchin Long Group purchased AMS in 2017 but Trevor still remains a key part of 
the business and focuses on innovating product and growing the business with the 
support of ALG.

AMS has a showroom in Mitchell, ACT showcasing many of their innovative security 
products. The company is proudly Australian owned and operated and is a strong 
supporter of the local manufacturing industry.
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Nostalgia Gallery
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ERIC MCLEAR IN AN OLD COWDROY BROCHURE
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2019.


